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From experiment on uni-axial sample:

Stress-Strain deformation path starts at 
0 and proceeds  A, B, C...F

The material will remember the
interruptions of path at  A  and C

Memory events will occur at  E and  at the
return to   A

Hysteresis loop  E - D  will close at  E
  
Loop A - B will  close at  return to   A

A - F  is a return to the initial loading curve.

 Closed loops are the
damaging fatigue “events”



  

“LIFO” Stacks

“LIFO” = Last In First Out

First Reversal
is stored in both
Compressive and
Tensile limit stacks

The 2nd Rev. is a
Compressive limit
and is put in  CLIM



  



  



  



  



  

Stress Intensity K        follows   Br. Std. BS-7910



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

#TYPE= plate_surface_flaw     #with or without weld using ACTIVATEs:
#ACTIVATE_MmMb=    1   #  Deactivate  = 0
#ACTIVATE_MkmMkb=  1
#ACTIVATE_fw=      1
#                               #Other      #TYPE=  options:
#                               # plate_long_surface_flaw
#                               # plate_tru_flaw
#                               # plate_embedded_flaw
#                               # plate_edge_flaw
#                               #
#                               # pipe_inside_flaw

#                     (All dimensions in mm)
#B=    25.4         # plate (or pipe wall) thickness
#W=   101.6         # plate width
#ri=    0.          # Internal diameter if pipe problem. Ignored if not pipe
#azero= 0.5         # initial crack depth
#czero= 4.0         # initial 1/2 crack width at surface
#L= 66.8            # Weld Feature width.  Ignored  if ACTIVATE_MkmMkb= 0 (above)

#HISTORYFILE=  cycleR=0.5_10    # historyFileName

#                           # Note that the MEANADD (below) is added AFTER the MAGFACTOR is applied.
#MAGFACTOR_m= 1.0           # Multiply factor on membrane load. Result should be MPa
#MAGFACTOR_b= 1.0           # Multiply factor on bending load term. Result should be MPa
#MEANADD_m=   0.0           # Mean shift in MPa added to membrane stress.
#MEANADD_b=   0.0           # Mean shift in MPa added to bending stress.

#MAXREPS=  1000000    # Max no. history repeats in simulation.

#
#
#MATERIAL=  merged_a36_fitted.html

#DADN= table                              # Can be "table" or "Paris"
#DADN_PARIS= 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 none         # Kth  a  m  Kc units   (ignored if #DADN= table )
#DADN_TABLE= a36_Old+New_comboDadn.tbl    # digitized da/dN curve for material,
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“Load” is stress intensity
“Damage” is  da   or  dc for each 1/2 cycle
and 
“Damage2” is  a   or    c 
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Simulation of Constant Amplitude F.D.E. “T”Tests



  

All Software  GNU  License  Open Source

Available at:   github.com

Crack Propagation ( Linux  compressed tar file of everything )  

https://github.com/pdprop/pdprop/blob/Master/pdprop.tar.gz

pdrain.f    Rainflow Cycle Counting program

https://github.com/pdprop/pdprop/blob/Master/Pdprop/CleanPdprop/pdrain.f

Initiation Life calculation program

https://github.com/pdprop/pdprop/blob/Master/Pdprop/CleanPdprop/saefcalc2.f
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